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Objectives: Fenestrated endovascular aortic repair (FEVAR) is an evolving technique to treat juxtarenal aortic aneurysms. Catheterization of renal arteries and superior mesenteric artery (SMA) after the main body of device deployment is often challenging, usually requiring multiple cine angiograms. The aim of our study was to assess the accuracy and utility of CTA-fluoroscopy image fusion technique to cannulate visceral vessels during FEVAR.
Methods: Between August 2014 and September 2016, all patients who underwent FEVAR using image fusion guidance were included. Preoperative computed tomography angiography (CTA) images were fused with intraoperative fluoroscopy after coregistering with a noncontrast conebeam CT (syngo iGuideToolbox, syngoDynaCT, Siemens Healthcare). The ostia of the visceral vessels were electronically marked on CTA images and overlaid on live fluoroscopy to guide vessel cannulation after fenestrated device deployment. Accuracy of image fusion was retrospectively evaluated from video recordings by three experts using a customdeveloped binary qualitative assessment scale (Fig 1) . Utility of image fusion was evaluated by assessing the number of angiograms required for each visceral vessel cannulation.
Results: A total of 26 patients (17 men; mean age, 73.8 years) underwent FEVAR during the study period. Based on the availability of case recordings, of the 45 visceral vessel ostia that were evaluated qualitatively, 32 of 36 renal ostia (89%) and eight of nine SMA ostia (89%) were accurate. Of the 62 visceral vessels that were cannulated, 37 of 50 renal arteries (74%) and 10 of 12 SMAs (83%) were cannulated using the virtual ostia from image fusion only, without the need for a dedicated angiogram.
Conclusions: Our study demonstrates that preoperative CTA-fluoroscopy image fusion guidance during FEVAR is a valuable and accurate tool that allowed visceral vessel cannulation without the need of dedicated angiogram. Such techniques can help with reducing the risk of contrast-induced nephrotoxicity, and reducing radiation exposure from cine angiograms.
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